13th October

ACROSS
1 Make hermetic number
5 Unnamed 6 “Ocean’s”
8 Act listless 90 Take a risk
12 Ward off 96 Once more, to Pappy Yokum
13 Tibetan monk 99 Backgammon win
19 Cry of grief 100 Road, to Caesar
20 Dylan Thomas’s homeland 101 Doddering
21 Egg-shaped 102 Bully’s threat
22 Sunburned 103 70s rock gp.
23 Exam 104 Blanched
24 Detroit’s Joe Louis, e.g. 105 Measure of length
25 Gamble 106 Diviner
26 Pick-me-up 107 High-strung animated Chi-huahua
28 Bygone 108 Dilatory
30 Lascivious look 109 High-strung animated Chi-huahua
32 Perspicacious 106 Diviner
36 Cary’s “Cha-rade” costar 107 High-strung animated Chi-huahua
39 Soon-to-be cpls. 108 Dilatory
43 Venetian blind strip 35 Diviner
44 Govt. conservation gp., in theory 36 Cary’s “Cha-rade” costar
47 Beltly sound 37 High-strung animated Chi-huahua
48 Peruvian writer Ricardo 38 Venetian blind strip
49 Cod’s kin 39 Soon-to-be cpls.
50 Nutritious legume 40 “Today I __ man”
52 Story in installments 41 “___ We All?”
53 Barely gets by 42 Environmental sci.
54 Bernhardt of the stage 43 Quiz answers, sometimes
55 Certain tire 44 Claghorn’s conclave
56 Subject for Winslow Homer 45 Highwayman’s bagful
57 Gamble 72 Henry Ford’s son
60 “Today I __ man” 73 Numerical datum
63 Lasso 74 JFK sight, once
65 “___ We All?” 75 Ouse tributary
66 Environmental sci. 77 Queries
67 Quiz answers, sometimes 78 Cooper’s product
68 Thoroughfares: abbr. 80 Messenger
69 Lag behind 82 Bread for gyros
70 Attention 83 Deadly Sins
73 Posed 84 Onetime anesthetic
75 Revolutionary Christmas battle site 85 Sheer fabric
78 Receptacle 86 Son of Shem
79 Home of the Fighting Tigers: abbr. 87 Pedigree
81 “The Faerie Queene” heroine 88 Spew
82 Pianist Nero 89 “Bodies” (Waugh)
84 Onetime anesthetic 91 River in France
85 Sheer fabric 92 Rare person
86 Son of Shem 93 Pucker formers
87 Pedigree 94 Slanting type: abbr.
88 Spew 95 Dramatic beginning
96 Make coffee 98 JFK’s UN man

DOWN
1 Slovenly person 2 Spot for an icicle 3 She loves: Lat.
4 After “oooh” or “tra” 5 Released prisoner
6 Fix 7 1960 veep candidate 8 Arithmetic, for short
9 Table spread 10 Work of art depicting a shepherd’s life
11 “Errare humanum ___” (Seneca) 12 Wise to
13 Spanish unit of measure 14 Certain charge: abbr.
15 Russo of “Tin Cup” 16 Bygone autocrat
17 Great quantity 27 Precipitation on Skye
28 Stunt journalist Nellie 29 Harden
32 Incinerator contents 33 Quench
34 Gamble 35 BYU’s in-state athletic rivals
37 Increase stakes 38 Jupiter and Saturn, to Caesar
39 Start for medic or phrase 40 Start the football game
41 Nashville-based prize ceremony 42 “Blueberries for ___”
45 Site for sunning señoritas 46 Of flying: prefix
48 Jab with the beak 51 Bert Bobbsey’s twin
52 Faction 54 Sp. miss
55 Ancient Norse poems 57 Cow’s fly swatter
58 Ms. of Cadiz 59 “Get Lost” (1969 film)
60 Do a tailor’s job 61 Michael of documentaries
62 Do a tailor’s job 63 Brent and Arden
66 That certain something 67 Afternoon break
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